
Loving Memories of 

A SpecialSon
To lose someone so special

is really hard to bear
it hardly seems believableooo

that you’re no longer there

You left us far too early 
before your time it seems

and now you’ll never have the chance
to fulfill all those dreams

However hard it is though 
we’ll take comfort in the thought

of all the memories we have 
and the happiness you brought

You always lived life to the full 
but ours won’t be the same

until the day when we can see
your smiling face again
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Our Sincere Appreciation

We, the family, extend our sincere appreciation for your 
support given to us during our hours of bereavement. We have 
sustained a great loss, your prayers, visits and acts of kindness 
were comforting to us and will always be remembered.
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The Order of Service
Processional

Opening Selection

Scripture .................................................... Minister Cornell Harris

Prayer ............................................... Apostle Elect Chevez Trask

Solo .................................................................... Consuela Bush

Acknowledgements ..................................... Lolita Lopez - Austin

Obituary ................................................................. Read Silently

Reflections ........................................... Friends | Family Member

Eulogy  .......................................................... Pastor Nicole Trask

Recessional

.....NO REPAST.....

The Obituary
Caden Elijah Lewis was born to Curtis E. Lewis and Dawn 

Ferguson Lewis on December 6, 2010, in Augusta, Georgia. 

Caden was the light of eyverone’s world that he touched. There 

was never a dull moment around him.  He was a jokester, funny, 

smart, witty and charasmatic.  He was definitely way before his 

time;  a little grown man.  He loved to play and build with legos, 

solve puzzles, and play on the iPad.

Left to cherish his memory: mother, Dawn Lewis; father, Curtis 

Lewis, Sr.; five brothers, Curtsi Lewis, Jr., Eric Bland, Dontavius 

Ferguson, Deshawn Lewis and Christian Lewis; grandfather and 

grandmother, Edwin Lloyd and Teresa Ferguson; two nieces; 

and a host of other relatives and friends.


